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                                                                                                                         General notes 

 

 

 

 

Technical Documentation guidelines

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You can find herewith some generic information to simplify cunsulting of technical documentation:

 

1. Models of same range share the same exploded views, which report the richest set of spare parts:generally, a model does not necessarly have a

related spare part for each particular shown on exploded views.

 

2. Some spare parts can not be represented directly on the exploded views (instruction booklets, specific kit, etc...). You can find those codes in the

spare parts list with the same reference of particular where spares are installed or with references 099, 999. Instruction booklets, once managed,

appear with 000 reference.

 

3. On the higher right site of each exploded view there is a serial number which indicates the beginning of the production of certain range:some

models might have more than an exploded view for a given category, each distinguished by a different serial no.and linked to another spare parts

list, In this case, serial no. is required to supply the right spare part code. Exploded view to be considered is the one with a more recent serial no.

but previous than the one of the model that needs assistance.

 

4.Exploded views might require further updates even after publishing. Addition of new spares will go on following the already existing numeration

references. Revision number of an exploded view is shown into last four digits of serial number into upper right hand corner.

 

5.The spare parts list associated to an exploded view shows related codes of spares managed for a certain model; for each spare part other

informations are available:

 

REF: reference no of spare into a table; SUBSTITUTE: list of spare(s) which can replace a code but that keeps same functional characteristics

 

INDUSTRIAL CODE: list of variables of a model (shown into model label) where such spare is used; NOTICE: code of information(s) to refer to

complete technical intervention, track for changes or to find correct spare part code.

 

6. Some notices, into a same section are generic therefore cannot be directly linked to a spare part. In order to assist a model in the best way as

possible, it is helpful to pay attention to all notices and constantly verify documentation updates

 

7.Technical documentation cover shows model name and its commercial codes
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                                                                                                                         Spare parts list 

 

 

 

Spare parts list cod. 1060190 

 

Ref. Code Substitute Industrial code Description Notice

000 C00051111 dialogic remote control

000 C00063949 instruction booklet dialogic gb-
e-p-tk-ru

000 C00063950 quick-reference dialogic e

000 C00063951 quick-reference dialogic pt

000 C00063952 quick-reference dialogic gb

000 C00063953 quick-reference dialogic russo

000 C00063954 quick-reference dialogic turco

001 C00046139 top - white (shiny)  530mm x
594 mm

002 C00024552 hose holder

003 C00048289 cabinet kit white 27 dialogic

004 C00048301 bolt hi-lo 5x13

005 C00048300 box control

006 C00048310 wiring - control card/harness

007 C00048315 flat wiring braid - control
card/keyboard

008 C00012717 self -tapping screw 2,9x9,52
tcb

009 C00048313 keyboard support (with latch
pin)

010 C00048312 programme start card dialogic

011 C00051119 control panel + handle dialogic n1040047

012 C00048294 indicator lamp - green dialogic

013 C00048299 push button (programme start)
- white27

014 C00051116 keyboard & support kit

015 C00048316 knob (programme selection)

016 C00048291 push button (on/off) - white 27
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017 C00048296 display window "glass" dialogic

018 C00012687 self-tapping screw  tsp 3,5x13

020 C00003044 pivot pin - door catch

023 C00049411 door handle assy -  white 27

025 C00046125 plinth - white (shiny)

026 C00046122 1 C00036019,1 C00056928 foot - front m 10

027 C00044819 clip

028 C00046121 spring for foot         d = 12.2
mm

029 C00046119 foot - rear

031 C00043019 taptite screw m4x10

032 C00020024 hinge plate outer case

033 C00019668 hinge plate door

034 C00019845 bolt  t 1/2 t m4x8

035 C00046666 collar for drain hose

036 C00049515 rear cover - white 27

037 C00003144 blanking plug 11mm

038 C00019685 outlet hose holder

039 C00048298 friction slider - keyboard
support

040 C00049070 friction gear wheel-keyboard
support

041 C00048304 spring - keyboard push/push

042 C00061941 card control dialogic red ad7-
ad8 it-be

n1040032

043 C00046127 pivot pin - drawer front

044 C00049411 door handle assy -  white 27

045 C00001412 door assy

099 C00014855 bolt + washer  m8x90

099 C00023798 spacer pvc 60mm.'str.80'
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                                                                                                                         Spare parts list 

 

 

 

Spare parts list cod. 1060290 

 

Ref. Code Substitute Industrial code Description Notice

001 C00039671 bolt - drum pulley fixing

002 C00039670 washer-for pulley

003 C00027206 belt poly-v l=1270 mm.

004 C00058069 drum pulley 800 rpm

005 C00002591 bearing  20x47x14

006 C00042889 bearing spider assembly

007 C00019667 spider retaining bracket

008 C00046542 upper counterweight 10 kg

009 C00019849 washer 37x8,5x2

009 C00037346 nylon washer

010 C00030443 1 C00047136 nut romob m8

011 C00049071 tank suspension spring

012 C00019675 anchorage pad  - suspension
spring

013 C00030387 pressure switch hose 150 mm

014 C00021774 y junction pressure switch
hose

015 C00041192 air trap hose 370 mm.

016 C00038865 bolt  m8 x 60

017 C00019755 anti-vibration bush (foam)

018 C00019730 air trap

019 C00027990 hose clamp 78-85 to tank

020 C00044809 hose-tank to pump

021 C00030389 plastic ferrule(bellows seal)-
tank/pump

022 C00023840 bolt m6 x 80 for clamping
band tank front
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023 C00003018 clamping band tank front

024 C00036780 bellows clamp (tank front)

025 C00033041 clamping ring - bellows seal
front 856mm

026 C00019714 plastic ferrule-(door
seal)detgent recove

027 C00030385 detergent recovery hose

028 C00019722 1 C00065005 bellows seal n1040065,n1040041

028 C00051879 bellows seal(nitrilica) - oil
resistant

n1040065,n1040041

028 C00065005 bellows seal (90621) n1040065,n1040041

029 C00052574 front counterweight cast iron

030 C00023841 nut for clamping band tank
front

031 C00038672 bolt m8 x 55

032 C00031029 tub front stainless

033 C00020941 seal - tank front inox

034 C00042885 1 C00042886 drum triangle rod 600 rpm

034 C00042979 drum for star wheel with
sealing rings 60

035 C00038358 bolt m8x16 (dry loc)

036 C00027923 hose dispenser to tank

037 C00043434 stainless tub

038 C00030680 1 C00040130 nut m 10

038 C00046142 nut metalbloc m10

039 C00037132 bolt + washer m4x12x1
(stainless)

040 C00037133 1 C00037132 seal

041 C00037142 1 C00037132 washer   4x12x1 stainless

042 C00037135 self-locking nut m4

044 C00042890 sealing ring  600 rpm

045 C00002590 bearing 17x40x12 6203-2z skf

046 C00030445 screw m8 x 25 zntr

047 C00030341 spring washer 10,5x17,5x2,2

047 C00057809 washer

050 C00030338 shock absorber support

051 C00030446 bolt m10 x 45 zntr

052 C00030340 shock absorber  80 n

053 C00051738 outlet hose

054 C00019902 plastic -u- to make drain hose
hook

055 C00048324 conducibility sensor dialogic

056 C00050878 1 C00058523 heating element slide

056 C00058523 pillar retainer-heating element
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099 C00001109 loctite 270  10 gr.

099 C00033026 ambljgon grease ta 100 gr.
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                                                                                                                         Spare parts list 

 

 

 

Spare parts list cod. 1060390 

 

Ref. Code Substitute Industrial code Description Notice

001 C00024521 suplly cable 3x1,5 nf

001 C00064563 supply cable 3x1 schuko 1,5 m

002 C00041163 terminal block

003 C00043435 radio interference suppressor

003 C00064559 radio interference suppressor

004 C00048317 pressure switch 1 level
315/240

005 C00032079 pressure switch 1 level 115/92

006 C00048322 wiring dialogic ad10eu

007 C00046157 stopper detergent container

008 C00046152 additive container

009 C00046154 fabric conditioner cover

010 C00046148 soap dispenser drawer (rotary) n1040047

011 C00044808 air trap clip

012 C00046667 wiring stop

013 C00048324 conducibility sensor dialogic

014 C00011140 door interlock flange black

015 C00045023 filter handle

015 C00045025 filter seal

015 C00045027 filter element kit

016 C00044998 self cleaning pump 240v./50hz.

017 C00002407 washer 6,4x13x1,5

018 C00019682 rubber bush 20 mm - motor

019 C00043430 tacho generator black for ice
motor
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019 C00046524 motor

019 C00047317 brush for motor
(ice)..940n2101/940n1i01

020 C00048321 spring - module bracket
retention

021 C00056981 card power dialogic

022 C00048320 bracket - power module

023 C00019964 motor bolt m6 x 212 te

024 C00019965 spacer tube for motor support

026 C00014917 grommet - thermostat

026 C00020181 blank grommet - thermostat

027 C00015856 thermostat 1t 87ø c nc

027 C00053573 temperature sensor ("control")
- white

028 C00033055 heating element+termal cut-
out 2000w/230v

029 C00046151 1 C00066347 dispenser body + cover assy

030 C00046669 1 C00015498 hose valve to dispenser (hot)
400 mm 1 wa

032 C00030358 on-off switch(na+na 2pole
e0040)

033 C00047185 electrovalve 2 way 7 lt (cold)

034 C00005572 sealing washer-mains inlet
hose

035 C00005781 inlet hose filter

036 C00003070 mains inlet hose cold 25c
10bar 1500 mm

056 C00050878 1 C00058523 heating element slide

056 C00058523 pillar retainer-heating element

099 C00052828 door seal hose clip bz 6140r
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n1040032

New Dialogic control board software (2.12)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beginning from serial number 90531.0001 the new software 2.12. has been introduced in the control board (white sticker) code 057723 used in the

Dialogic AD10IT washing machine in replacement of the old software 2.01.

 

 

 

The boards with software 2.12 can be used on the premodification appliances and are handled with the same SAT code. The boards with software

2.01 can only be used until the arrival of the new boards. 

 

 

 

All the control boards used in the Dialogic production will be provided with the new software by June.

 

 

 

Code 057723 - Control board with white sticker;

 

AD10IT

 

AD10EU

 

AD10SKD

 

 

 

Code 057722 - Control board with blue sticker;

 

AD10UK

 

 

 

Code 057701 - Control board with yellow sticker;

 

AD12EU

 

AD12BE

 

 

 

Code 058062 - Control board with green sticker;

 

AD12UK
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Code 061941 - Control board with red sticker;  (Only with the new software 2.12);

 

AD8EU

 

AD7IT

 

 

 

In order to facilitate the identification of the new boards, the microprocessor has been provided with a label with the software version (2.12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

n1040041

Door seals

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On some of the Washing-Machine models manufactured at the Comunanza factory, the following door seals have been used:

 

Serial no. 90614.0001 the door seal part no. 065006;

 

Serial no. 90621.0001 the door seal part no. 065005.

 

The new door seals for the models concerned by this information are interchangeable with the pre-modification ones, but not vice-versa.

 

The door seal part no. 056743 will continue to be handled normally, as it is used on other models being produced, whereas part no. 019722 is

being discontinued and  replaced by part no. 065005 door seal.

 

 

 

 

 

 

n1040047

Modification to the swivel drawer

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beginning with serial no. 90901.0001 on all washing machines in the following ranges: Dialogic AD, Supermargherita AL - LA - AB - BA- ALS - LAS

- ABS - BAS, and other EWA, S, A, CD, ML.S, WDS, SG, LB, WMS, MLT and MLTI, the swivel drawer was modified.

 

The modified drawer keeps the same SAT code (part no. 046148); if it is used on pre-modification appliances, part of the internal rib on the handle

has to be removed, as indicated in the figure below.

 

If the control panel plus handle have to replaced, verify whether this has to be done or not by checking the serial no. and handle used.

 

 

 

A - To assemble the new drawer, remove the highlighted area of the rib (with the aid of a cutter or a file) from the pre-modification handles.
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n1040032

New Dialogic control board software (2.12)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beginning from serial number 90531.0001 the new software 2.12. has been introduced in the control board (white sticker) code 057723 used in the

Dialogic AD10IT washing machine in replacement of the old software 2.01.

 

 

 

The boards with software 2.12 can be used on the premodification appliances and are handled with the same SAT code. The boards with software

2.01 can only be used until the arrival of the new boards. 

 

 

 

All the control boards used in the Dialogic production will be provided with the new software by June.

 

 

 

Code 057723 - Control board with white sticker;

 

AD10IT

 

AD10EU

 

AD10SKD

 

 

 

Code 057722 - Control board with blue sticker;

 

AD10UK

 

 

 

Code 057701 - Control board with yellow sticker;

 

AD12EU

 

AD12BE

 

 

 

Code 058062 - Control board with green sticker;

 

AD12UK

 

 

 

Code 061941 - Control board with red sticker;  (Only with the new software 2.12);

 

AD8EU
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AD7IT

 

 

 

In order to facilitate the identification of the new boards, the microprocessor has been provided with a label with the software version (2.12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

n1040041

Door seals

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On some of the Washing-Machine models manufactured at the Comunanza factory, the following door seals have been used:

 

Serial no. 90614.0001 the door seal part no. 065006;

 

Serial no. 90621.0001 the door seal part no. 065005.

 

The new door seals for the models concerned by this information are interchangeable with the pre-modification ones, but not vice-versa.

 

The door seal part no. 056743 will continue to be handled normally, as it is used on other models being produced, whereas part no. 019722 is

being discontinued and  replaced by part no. 065005 door seal.

 

 

 

 

 

 

n1040047

Modification to the swivel drawer

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beginning with serial no. 90901.0001 on all washing machines in the following ranges: Dialogic AD, Supermargherita AL - LA - AB - BA- ALS - LAS

- ABS - BAS, and other EWA, S, A, CD, ML.S, WDS, SG, LB, WMS, MLT and MLTI, the swivel drawer was modified.

 

The modified drawer keeps the same SAT code (part no. 046148); if it is used on pre-modification appliances, part of the internal rib on the handle

has to be removed, as indicated in the figure below.

 

If the control panel plus handle have to replaced, verify whether this has to be done or not by checking the serial no. and handle used.

 

 

 

A - To assemble the new drawer, remove the highlighted area of the rib (with the aid of a cutter or a file) from the pre-modification handles.

 

 

 

 

n1040065

New counterweight balancing

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beginning with serial no. 00201.0001 on some built-in washing machines and washer-dryers and with serial no. 00207.0001 on free standing

washer-dryers, the new counterweight part no. 052574 is being used instead of part nos. 032865 and 032866 (interchangeable with 045236).
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The counterweight part no. 052574 can also be used on pre-modification appliances, by using two M8 X 50 screws part no. 074018 for the fixing.
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                                                                                                    Electric schemes and links 

 

 

Cod. 106455b
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                                                                                                                         Legend

 

Legend: 106455b 

 

 

AQS Aquastop electrovalve Mzbn/MTA zbn timer motor

B Buzzer N Neutral or Terminal Board

BC NC Spin cycle exclusion

BF Terminal board contact, motor fan and dryer
heatin

P Pressure switch

BP Buzzer PA High speed potentiometer

C Condensator PB Low speed potentiometer

CA Condensator PL Pure Wool

DV Switching device PM Motor Thermoprotector

EF/CL Electro-Valve Cold Water / Bleach PR Timer programmer or Pressure switch

EF/L Electro-Valve Cold Water / Wash PS Drain pump

EF/P Electro-Valve Cold Water / Prewash P1 1st level pressure cut-off switch

ER Exclude Heating Element P2 2nd level pressure cut-off switch

ET Thermostat disactivation R Heating element

EV Electrovalve Ras/RA Dryer heating element

EVA Dryer electrovalve RE Relay

EVC Hot water electrovalve RR Heating element

EVF Elettrovalvola acqua fredda RV Speed regulator

EVL Wash electrovalve S LED

EVP Pre Wash electrovalve SL Line LED

FA Antijamming filter SO Door LED

FD Delicate drying cycle thermostat SR Heating LED

FE Strong drying cycle thermostat ST Temperature selector

FRT Thermofusible Heating Element SV Speed Selector for Spin

I Inverter T Timer contacts

IA Switch On/Off TA Drying timer contacts
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IC Switch N.C. - 1/2 Load TB Low Temperature Thermostat

ID Switch display TC Spider wheel earth

IE Water Saving Device TFL Flange earth

IF Switch - Spin Reduction TG Main earth

IP Door switch TH Thermostat

IR Line switch THF Operating thermostat

IS Water-stop THR Adjustable thermostat

I1..2..3.. Switches/switching devices TH1 1st temperature thermostat

L Line or Lamp TH2 2nd temperature thermostat

LB Low Level TH3 3rd temperature thermostat

LN Normal Level TM Motor earth

LS Pilot lamp TMB Main cabinet earth

M Earth-symbol TMP Motor thermal protector

MC Spin cycle motor TMS Thermostop

MI MOTOR WITH PULLEY TP Thermal protector

ML Wash cycle motor TPS Drain pump earth

MO Terminal Board TR Heating element earth

MP Door dip-switch TS Safety thermostat

MR Thermal Lock TT Timer earthing connection

MT Timer motor TTH Earthing Thermostat

MV Motor fan TV Tank earth

MV -Ras Dryer heating element ZBN Timer
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                                                                                                    Electric schemes and links 

 

 

Cod. 106455c
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                                                                                                                         Legend

 

Legend: 106455c 

 

 

AQS Aquastop electrovalve Mzbn/MTA zbn timer motor

B Buzzer N Neutral or Terminal Board

BC NC Spin cycle exclusion

BF Terminal board contact, motor fan and dryer
heatin

P Pressure switch

BP Buzzer PA High speed potentiometer

C Condensator PB Low speed potentiometer

CA Condensator PL Pure Wool

DV Switching device PM Motor Thermoprotector

EF/CL Electro-Valve Cold Water / Bleach PR Timer programmer or Pressure switch

EF/L Electro-Valve Cold Water / Wash PS Drain pump

EF/P Electro-Valve Cold Water / Prewash P1 1st level pressure cut-off switch

ER Exclude Heating Element P2 2nd level pressure cut-off switch

ET Thermostat disactivation R Heating element

EV Electrovalve Ras/RA Dryer heating element

EVA Dryer electrovalve RE Relay

EVC Hot water electrovalve RR Heating element

EVF Elettrovalvola acqua fredda RV Speed regulator

EVL Wash electrovalve S LED

EVP Pre Wash electrovalve SL Line LED

FA Antijamming filter SO Door LED

FD Delicate drying cycle thermostat SR Heating LED

FE Strong drying cycle thermostat ST Temperature selector

FRT Thermofusible Heating Element SV Speed Selector for Spin

I Inverter T Timer contacts

IA Switch On/Off TA Drying timer contacts
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IC Switch N.C. - 1/2 Load TB Low Temperature Thermostat

ID Switch display TC Spider wheel earth

IE Water Saving Device TFL Flange earth

IF Switch - Spin Reduction TG Main earth

IP Door switch TH Thermostat

IR Line switch THF Operating thermostat

IS Water-stop THR Adjustable thermostat

I1..2..3.. Switches/switching devices TH1 1st temperature thermostat

L Line or Lamp TH2 2nd temperature thermostat

LB Low Level TH3 3rd temperature thermostat

LN Normal Level TM Motor earth

LS Pilot lamp TMB Main cabinet earth

M Earth-symbol TMP Motor thermal protector

MC Spin cycle motor TMS Thermostop

MI MOTOR WITH PULLEY TP Thermal protector

ML Wash cycle motor TPS Drain pump earth

MO Terminal Board TR Heating element earth

MP Door dip-switch TS Safety thermostat

MR Thermal Lock TT Timer earthing connection

MT Timer motor TTH Earthing Thermostat

MV Motor fan TV Tank earth

MV -Ras Dryer heating element ZBN Timer


